Two-Post Trailer Stand
Operation Manual
Important notes:
• Only trained and authorized individuals should use this product.
• Use only original IRONguard™ parts to service this product.
• This product works best on solid surfaces.
Before you begin:
• Complete a visual inspection of the Two-Post Trailer Stand for any obvious maintenance issues.
• Be careful moving around the loading dock area to ensure it is safe to move around the area.
• Use appropriate personal protective equipment such as gloves, safety glasses, safety vest,
hearing protection and protective shoes.
Step 1:
Wheel the Two-Post Trailer Stand near one corner at the
nose of the spotted trailer.
Step 2:
Lift the removable post out of the frame and position it
under one corner of the trailer. It should be placed
approximately 6” (152 mm) in from both sides of the trailer
edge.
Using the bar handles underneath the top pad, turn the top
pad counter clockwise until the top pad snugs up against
the underside of the trailer.
Step 3:
Wheel the remaining integral post to the other corner of
the trailer and position it approximately 6” (152 mm) in
from both sides of the trailer edge.
Using the bar handles underneath the top pad, turn the top
pad counter clockwise until the top pad snugs up against
the underside of the trailer.
Step 4:
Before indicating to loading dock personnel of the safe
condition, double-check to ensure both posts are snugged
up and perpendicular to the underside of the trailer.

Critical safety tip:
If the Two-Post Trailer Stand does not have enough range to reach the underside of the
trailer, use other means to protect against landing gear collapse and trailer tip over.
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Removing the Two-Post Trailer Stand
Complete all of the previous steps in reverse order.
Critical safety tip:
If you are unable to wind down the top pad on one or both posts, there may be an unsafe
condition the Two-Post Trailer Stand has prevented. Removing it at this point may cause a
larger accident. Contact the loading dock supervisor for assistance as the trailer may need to
be supported by other means before the Two-Post Trailer Stand can be safely removed.
Once removed, store the unit out of the way of dock traffic and complete a visual inspection to ensure
there are no obvious maintenance issues.

Warranty Statement
Ideal Warehouse Innovations, Inc. warrants for a period of three hundred and sixty-five (365) days from date of installation, or
three hundred and seventy-five (375) days from date of shipment, whichever shall occur first, that all products and service parts
shall be free from defects in workmanship and material. If the equipment or any part thereof, is returned, transportation
charges pre-paid, within the periods specified above, and if examination by Ideal Warehouse Innovations, Inc. discloses to its
satisfaction that the said equipment or part thereof has been defective in workmanship or material, it will deliver to the
purchaser, without charge, parts of the first class workmanship and material in exchange for any parts so found to be defective,
and Ideal Warehouse Innovations, Inc. is limited to said exchange.
This warranty shall not apply: (1) to maintenance service or adjustment; and (2) to any equipment which shall have been
repaired or altered outside of Ideal Warehouse Innovations, Inc. or its authorized service representatives.
These warranties are in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, including, without limitation, warranties of
merchantability and fitness for purpose, all other representations to the first user purchaser, and all other obligations or
liabilities, including liability or incidental and consequential damages, on the part of Ideal Warehouse Innovations, Inc. No
person is authorized to give any other warranties or to assume any other liability on behalf of Ideal Warehouse Innovations, Inc.
unless made or assumed in writing by Ideal Warehouse Innovations, Inc.

Recommended Safety Inspection and Maintenance Schedule
Inspect for
Action
After each use:
Physical damage with a visual
Remove trailer stand from service and consult with
inspection.
manufacturer’s representative for proper course of action.
Every 90 days:
Lubricate threads.
Apply a good quality waterproof grease, based on the average
local climate, to post threads. Ensure smooth operation.
Check post thread.
Test that the post thread operates smoothly through full
adjustment range, ensuring it does not come out of the socket
in the base.
Top pad security.
Ensure top pad of each post moves freely and does not come
off.
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Two-Post Trailer Stand Parts Listing

Key
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Part #
60-5454
50-8521
50-9251
50-8520
50-8522
50-8524
50-8523
50-8546

Description
Complete Two-Post Trailer Stand
Replacement Two-Post Main Frame
10” Wheel with Cotter Pin and Axle Washer
Two-Post Operation Label
Replacement Two-Post Top Pad
1/4 -20 x ½” Hex Head Bolt
Replacement Two-Post Removable Post (incl. top cap and bolts)
1-1/4” Handlebar Grips
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Quantity Per Stand
1
1
2
1
2
4
1
2
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